Altadena Town Council  
Community Standards Committee  
Minutes: September 24, 2013, 2013


2. **Minutes:** M/S/C approval of September 10 minutes with corrections regarding Air B&Bs, with one abstention due to absence from that meeting. M/S/C approval of July 23 minutes with one abstention due to absence from that meeting.

3. **Reports:** Brianna Menke reported, in response to an earlier meeting question, that the county regulates Bed & Breakfasts as hotels, which are not allowed in residential areas except in the North Area CSD. She was asked to provide language regarding B&Bs in the that area’s CSD, and to try to find out how residents there have reacted to having B&Bs in the community. Chairman Myers reported that ATC Chairman Marcussen had reported on status of the CSD effort at an earlier ACONA meeting, and that no rush to finish our work has been discussed.

4. **Old Business:** In discussion of comments on the current CSD document in Google Docs, it was noted that Jonathan Potter had entered language regarding urban agriculture. It was agreed that members will use a highlight/format/strikethrough approach when entering language so that earlier language can be seen along with new material. Use of the Google Chrome browser is recommended for best results with Google Docs. Dan Harlow is our resource for technical questions on Google Docs.

5. **New Business:** Residential and Commercial subgroups split up for working sessions.

6. **Adjournment:** M/S/C to adjourn at 8:50.